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The time constant of the aperiodic component short-circuit - elec-
tromagnetic time constant that characterizes the decay rate of the aperiodic 
component of short circuit current. This value is important for the choosing 
a variety of equipment in power plants and substations, relay protection. 
Therefore, there is need precise values of the this time constant for 
different points in any section of circuit with short-circuit. There are tables 
in reference book with the values of this time constant for the different ver-
sions of the devices, but they are may be invalid. In this paper will be ana-
lyzed short-circuit mode at the power station and will be defined damping 
time constant for the sources compared with the reference data.  
Calculation of parameters of a short-circuit is performed using 
GTCURR programm for the power scheme shown in Fig.1.  
 
Fig. 1. Station structural scheme  
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GTCURR programm is intended for calculation the currents of the 
three-phase short circuit with elements such as "system", "line", "trans-
former", "generator", "reactor", "asynchronous motor", "synchronous mo-
tor", "synchronous compensator" and "generalized load" to the selection 
and testing of electrical conductors and power stations, substations and 
electrical networks.  
Mapping in GTCURR carried out in two stages: the drawing of the 
working elements and connections on the workspace and enter the parame-
ters of these elements. Circuit in Figure 1, implemented in GTCURR, pre-
sented in Figure 2. 
 
Fig. 2. GTRURR station structural scheme 
The calculation of the three-phase short-circuit in some points indi-
cated in Figure 3 conducted for certain equipment: system, line, transform-
er, generator. 
The results of the calculation are tables of values for the decay time 
constant current sources, i.e. for currents on elements of C (1), G1 (9), G2 
(3), G3 (6) for three-phase fault in different points of the circuit. 
There are tables with the recommended values of time constant of 
the aperiodic component of three phase short-circuit in educational litera-
ture [1] --Figure 4. 
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Fig. 3. Station structural scheme with marked points of three-phase short-
circuit 
 
Fig. 4. Tabulated values of decay time constant 
The received results were compared to values, recommended for use 
for an equipment choice [1]. 
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The analysis showed that recommended values are valid only for the 
generators, in case of short circuit on their conclusions, which means that 
use of recommended values for other points of short circuits is illegal. 
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The aim of the present paper is to give information about automatic 
transfer switches (ATS) which are the best solutions when interruption of 
power during is not acceptable. They can be used in different environ-
ments, ranging from residential, agricultural and light commercial applica-
tions to the critical power needs of healthcare, financial and data center fa-
cilities. A transfer switch is an electrical switch that switches a load be-
tween two sources. Some transfer switches are manual, in that an operator 
affects the transfer by throwing a switch, while others are automatic and 
switch when they sense one of the sources has lost or gained power. 
Automatic transfer switch devices are designed for power recovery 
by automatic switching of backup source, providing the protection for con-
tinuous power, when the main source fails.  
These devices are powered from two or more independent and mutu-
ally supportive power supplies. A break in the power load of the consumer 
when one of the sources fails is only permitted on the automatic switch to 
backup power with a further full automatic restoration scheme to the emer-
gency supply regime. 
The automatic transfer switch device can connect a separate power 
source (generator, battery), or turn on the switch that separates the network, 
and is used in critical or life safety applications where a "no break" transfer 
is desired and when the power break may be only 0.3 - 0.8 seconds. 
